MMS Community Council Meeting
Minutes
December 6, 2017 5:30PM
MMS Main Office Conference Room
1. Welcome

Willy Ray

2. Approval of November 1st Minutes

Willy Ray

3. Comprehensive Guidance

Debbi Breager

4. Trust Lands Budget

Mindy Robison

5. CSIP Data Review

Mindy Robison

6. MYP

Shelly Allen

Present:
Alyssa Powers
Cayla Carrol
Sarah Allen
Amy Skelton
Brandy Bergum
Debby Breager
Shelley Allen
Gerolynne Barney
Mindy Robison
Steve Brown
Welcome,
Minutes approved, Amy and Shelly move and second
Debbi Breager presented the work that they’re doing, by grade to prepare the kids for next
years. Comprehensive guidance. Pizza party, 8th grade comprehensive guidance to prepare

them for the class selections and
6th graders, learning the language of college, lots of work in the 6th grade classes, 3 more
times college planning, working with others, 7th graders, job applications, getting everybody
registered in the new year. Discussion about lessons learned from the previous year. Should
be much easier to handle, given the continuity that will obtain next year that did not this.
Mindy presents the trust lands budget, 62k remaining. Spending lagging, having a hard time
hiring an assistant. Might have to amend in the new year if we can’t find the hire. Got some
help that doesn’t come out of Trust Lands.
Data: Parent survey, 100 parents responded to the survey, 10%. Lowest scores: #6 safety at
school, seems to be mostly around bullying. #5 Emotional well being. Lots of worry about the
emotional and social well being of the students. Discussion from the counsellors about ways to
address the increased issues that they’re seeing, anxiety, depression, trauma. Suicidal ideation
is up. Getting better training on making sure that the kids are ok. #4 please with how much my
child is learning.
Mindy presents discipline data. Questions about levels, “Teacher Discipline Log” may contain
bigger things, trying to work on what the classifications should be. New behavior supports
rolling out, expecting a spike. Transitions are hard. Guessing a spike in January. 2% of the
kids are generating most of the issues.
Willy asks questions about CSIP, planning, the work of the committee.
Mindy presents Early Warning Indicators
Steve has ideas about growth vs. achievement in the csip goals in the next CSIP.
Shelley Allen presents the MYP info: TOP BRICCCK = balance. Reflect on actions and take
responsibility. How to balance time, effort, etc. What is a turning point? Evaluation coming in a
year. Working with teachers on curriculum. Subject group overview. Goal for teachers is to
have it all up and completed by February.
Steve wonders if the MYP focus info goes out to parents. Mindy, yes, in the weekly email blast.
Steve suggests the same stuff goes out in the email blast. Alyssa suggests it might already be
information overload in the weekly email. Discussion of what trojan time is and how it works.
Alyssa suggests we should try to increase participation in the parent survey.

